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Abstract

A solid state nuclear track detector CR-39 has been used for measuring the

radon concentration in the soil air and indoor concentration. The bulk etch rate, VB of

CR-39 has been measured in various concentrations of NaOH in the range (6-8 Mole)

at temperature 70°C. In addition, the track etch rate, VT, and the ratio V =VT/VB, of

alpha particles emitted from radon gas exists in nature have been measured in a similar

range of etching conditions. This study shows that 8M NaOH at 70°C represent the

optimum etching conditions for CR-39, with the range of the pevsent study The

equilibrium factor and oc-dose equivalent were calculated by using the track denisties

of open and filtered solid state nuclear track detectors



1- Introduction

Radon gives the largest component of radiation dose, to the public both in the

UK and in most other countries [1]. The risks of such exposures have been reviewed

by the International Commission on Radiological Protection [2] and by the United

Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation [3]. It is estimated

that radon is responsible for about 2500 of the 40,000 lung cancer deaths which occur

in the UK each year [4]. It is now widely agreed that the principal source of 222Rn in

houses is the soil gas in the soil surrounding it [5], and it seems almost obvious that the

source of 222Rn in the soil gas is t he^Ra in the soil.

2- The response of CR-39 to ionizing radiation

CR-39 is a thermoset plastic formed as a cross-linked polymer from the

monomer allyl diglycol carbonat. Its industrial applications are widespread, being used

principally in the manufacture of optical lenses and fashionable sunglasses As these

applications imply, CR-39 is extremely transparent and mechanically rigid. CR-39

possesses excellent properties as a nuclear track detector. It is extremely sensitive to

ionizing radiation having a minimum detectable ionization, Z/p~ 18 compared t o -30

for cellulose nitrate, where Z and P are the effective charge and velocity respectively.

It possesses a very high degree of isotropy and homogenety and it records tracks of

low energy a-particles with ease. Furthermore, CR-39 is cheap and readily available

The plastic has obvious uses in all fields of track detection and is being developed in

this department for use in experiments on ultra heavy cosmic rays in space.

This paper reports part of a series of investigations being made in this laboratory:

1- Measuring the number of etch-pits per unit area (Track density)

2- The track response characteristics of CR-39 It deals specifically with the effect on

bulk and track etch rate of varying the concentration of NaOH etchants at 6.25, 6.5, 7,

and 8 Mole and compared it with calibrated condition at concentration 6M [6] as a trial

to reduce the etching time with keeping the geometry of real track as it is.

3- Measuring radon gas as natural radioactive gas in soil and inside adjacent houses

3- Experimental setup

Radon detector arrangement used in subsoil have been explained as a



calibrated small chamber containing a-particle detector (CR-39) are buried a little

below the surface (lm) around adjacent houses area as shown in Fig (1). Thea-

particles emitted in the decay of ^ R n (issuing from Radium ores) are recorded in the

detectors usually over two weeks of burial, during which time steady-state is reached

between the production and decay of radon. Detectors retrieved from small chambers,

which are usually located on a grid pattern around the house, are etched. Radon

detector arrangement used inside houses is shown in Fig. (2). All etching was done in a

closed scaled tube (250 ml) which was placed in a temperature-controlled water bath

as shown in Fig (3). The temperature of the solution was checked (70+0.2°C) with a

thermometer. Counting of the alpha tracks was done on an optical microscope

attached to an image analyzer Quantimet 500 Conversion of alpha track density to

radon concentration was based on a factor obtained from calibration of CR-39 detector

in a radon chamber of known concentration [7-8]

4 - Bulk Etching Rate

4-1 Measurements of the Bulk Etching Rate

The bulk etching rate VB were measured by the way of thickness measurements

of the plastic sheet before and after etching In order to assess any variation in

behaviour between different sheets of CR-39, and also to gauge any variation

introduced by the experimenters, measurements of VB were repeated by several

different workers. No significant differences arising from either source could be

detected in this study, and therefore all results have been pooled together in the data

shown below Fig. (4) shows the results of VB measurements in different

concentrations of NaOH at temperature 70°C This figure shows the generally good

agreement between data obtained by different observers. The values of VB at 70°C, in

Fig. (4) show excellent agreement with values given by Green et al [9] Our results in

Fig. (4) are also in general agreement with these given for NaOH by Somogy and

Hunyadi [10], althaugh these authors suggested a power law dependence of VB upon

etchant molanty, which is not borne out by the data of Fig (4)

">- Track Etching Rate

•>-1 Determination of the Track Etching Rate

Measurements of the track etching rate VT, or the etch rate enhancement ratio,

V= VV"VB, have been made in CR-39 for various energies of alpha particles From the



alpha particle tracks, V, was calculated from measured diameters, through the

relational].

where r=D/2h, D being the diameter of an alpha particle track at normal incidence (i.e

the roundness of track is very near from one), and h is the surface removed Values of

VT may be calculated from the relation VT=V VB Etching process of nuclear track in

CR-39 plastic detector is shown in Fig. (5). Figure (6) shows the results of

measurements of V for oc-particles emitted from radon and its daughters, for various

concentrations of NaOH at 70°C Note that these measurements have been made for

h=50 nm in NaOH

6- Passive Radon Detector

Two types of passive detector are commonly used, one consisting of a track

detector within a closed container, which allows radon-222 to diffuse into it (closed

detector) and the other which consists of naked track- detecting material exposed to

the ambient atmosphere (open detector). The closed detector excludes radon decay

products which are present in the ambient atmosphere, and records only those alpha

particles generated by the radon entering the container and the decay products formed

from it. This form ofdetector therefore provides a result which is related to the true

average radon gas concentration during the time of exposure. The open detectors,

however, record alpha particles originating from both radon and its decay products in

the ambient atmosphere. Their response to radon and its decay products as a function

of equilibrium factor, F, depends on the detector material used.

7- Calibration of the Detectors

In order to estimate the concentration in terms of activity present in air, the

detector has to be calibrated under known concentration of radon gas [8], Recently,

another calibration of the integrating type detectors has been carried out in the radon

exposure chamber at National Radiological Protection Board (England) through the

Egyptian participation in the 1997 intercomparison of passive radon detectors [6], and

our results have good confidence in our measurements.

In photo 1, are-shown examples of microphotographes of irradiated plastic surfaces

with etch-pits. These pictures represent CR-39 irradiated with a-particles emitted

from radon and its daughters in subsoil, etched with 6 MNaOH at 70°C at different

- o V - -



etching times, and very deary illustrate how the etch-pits grow in both size and number

with progress of etching. The quantitative relation between the etching time and the

number of etch-pits, is shown in Fig. (7) for various etching conditions. It was

observed that the etch-pits grow in size with etching time and still remain detectable

during the early period of etching. Therefore, the number of etch-pits per unit area

increase in proportion to the etching time during the early period of etching. But

beyond certain limits in etching time which depended on the etching condition, the

number of etch-pits per unit area decreased and this is due to the overlapping of etch-

pits. For the condition shown in Fig. (7), the number of etch pits per unit area at

molarity 6 in NaOH at 18 houres at 70°C which are the calibrated before and applied

[6,12-13 ] are consistant with molarity 8 in NaOH at 8 houres at 70°C within standared

error ±6% in outdoor case and ±1% in indoor case. The reduction of etching time

from 18 hours to 8 hours is considered as advantage to the application of radon

dosimetry Figure (8) shows the relation between the number of etch pits per unit area

and etching time at deferent depths in subsoil at two molarities 6 and 8 This figure

show that the standared error of number of etch pits per unit area againist etching time

at optimum conditions (15-18 houres) at molarity 6M and (4-8 houres) at 8 Mole was

within ±17% This standerd error confirm the equilibrium state inside the buried tube

in subsoil, (i.e the radon concentration is constant at all distances within the tube) and

also give confidence for our measuring the track density (number of etch pits per unit

area) The radon concentration was found 130±17% Bqm3 in dwellings and 375O±9%

Bqm in subsoil The mean equilibrium factor between radon and its daughters was

found to be 0 7 and 0 5 for subsoil and dwelling respectively The alpha dose

equivalent was found 6.5 mSvy1 while the recomended value was considered 2 4

mSvy' [14]
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